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We affirm our determination to meet the
threats to peace in the 21st century. Among
these threats are terrorism, the new horror
of which was vividly demonstrated by the evil
crimes of September 11, proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction, militant nation-
alism, ethnic and religious intolerance, and
regional instability. These threats endanger
the security of both countries and the world
at large. Dealing with these challenges calls
for the creation of a new strategic framework
to ensure the mutual security of the United
States and Russia, and the world community.

We have agreed that the current levels of
our nuclear forces do not reflect the strategic
realities of today. Therefore, we have con-
firmed our respective commitments to im-
plement substantial reductions in strategic
offensive weapons. On strategic defenses and
the ABM Treaty, we have agreed, in light
of the changing global security environment,
to continue consultations within the broad
framework of the new strategic relationship.
On nonproliferation matters, we reaffirm our
mutual commitment to the Biological and
Chemical Weapons Conventions, and en-
dorse efforts to strengthen the Nuclear Non-
proliferation Treaty. Both sides agree that ur-
gent attention must continue to be given to
improving the physical protection and ac-
counting of nuclear materials of all possessor
states, and preventing illicit nuclear traf-
ficking.

We support the building of a European-
Atlantic community whole, free, and at
peace, excluding no one, and respecting the
independence, sovereignty and territorial in-
tegrity of all nations. To this end, the United
States and Russia will work, together with
NATO and other NATO members, to im-
prove, strengthen, and enhance the relation-
ship between NATO and Russia, with a view
to developing new, effective mechanisms for
consultation, cooperation, joint decision, and
coordinated/joint action. We believe that
these mechanisms should reflect the fact that
the members of NATO and Russia are in-
creasingly allied against terrorism, regional
instability and other contemporary threats,
and that the NATO-Russia relationship
should therefore evolve accordingly. We will
also work to strengthen our cooperation in
OSCE as a broadly representative, inclusive

organization for conducting consultations,
taking decisions, and working together in the
region.

We recognize a market economy, the free-
dom of economic choice and an open demo-
cratic society as the most effective means to
provide for the welfare of our citizens. The
United States and Russia will cooperate, in-
cluding through the support of direct con-
tacts between the business communities of
our countries, to advance U.S.-Russian eco-
nomic, trade, and investment relations. The
achievement of these goals requires the re-
moval of legislative and administrative bar-
riers, a transparent, predictable investment
climate, the rule of law, and market-based
economic reforms. To this end, it is impor-
tant to reduce bureaucratic constraints on
the economy and to combat economic crime
and corruption.

Reaffirming our commitment to advance
common values, the United States and Russia
will continue to work together to protect and
advance human rights, tolerance, religious
freedom, free speech and independent
media, economic opportunity, and the rule
of law. In keeping with these commitments,
we welcome the initiative of Russian and
American media executives, journalists, and
independent organizations to convene a
‘‘Russian-American Media Entrepreneurship
Dialogue.’’ We will promote intense people-
to-people exchanges as an important factor
for enhancing mutual understanding be-
tween the American and Russian peoples.
We pledge ourselves to the principles and
values that represent the best traditions of
both our nations, and to cooperation in order
to realize them now and in the future.

NOTE: An original was not available for
verification of the content of this joint statement.

Joint Statement by President George
W. Bush and President Vladimir V.
Putin of Russia on the New Russian-
American Economic Relationship
November 13, 2001

We confirm our determination to foster a
new dynamic in American-Russian economic
interaction. We seek to harness the forces
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of global commerce in order to improve con-
tacts between our people, increase their
prosperity, and to further strengthen the in-
tegration of Russia into the world economy.

We are committed to creating conditions
that will enhance our trade and investment
relations and help Russia reach its economic
potential as a fully integrated and leading
member of the world economy. Russia has
a role to play in this century as an engine
of world growth and a center of innovative
thinking.

We will work together to build confidence
in the climate for trade and investment be-
tween our two countries. An important ele-
ment of this activity is Russia’s integration
into the rules-based global trading system of
the World Trade Organization. We confirm
our commitment and place considerable pri-
ority to working together in an effort to accel-
erate Russia’s WTO accession negotiations,
based on standard conditions.

We emphasize our commitment to com-
bating money laundering and the financing
of terrorism.

In line with our desire to enhance the role
of the American and Russian business com-
munities in developing our commercial rela-
tions, we note the successful visit to Russia
of an American business delegation led by
United States Commerce Secretary Donald
Evans. We welcome as well progress to date
of the newly-established Russian-American
Business Dialogue. We look forward to the
presentation of its initial recommendations
to our two governments early in 2002. We
encourage the Dialogue to continue to iden-
tify areas where our laws and regulations im-
pede trade and investment, to pinpoint new
opportunities for business, to strengthen the
rule of law, and thus to attract new entrants
to the commerce between our two countries.

We note that significant progress has been
made in strengthening our economic rela-
tions since we met in Genoa. The first exam-
ple is the completion and operationalization
of the Caspian Pipeline Consortium, the larg-
est U.S.-Russian joint investment to date.
The second is the recent breakthrough on
the Sakhalin I oil and gas project, which
opens the door to the single, largest private
investment project in Russia, representing
$12 billion in projected capital investment in

the region and creating up to 10,000 new
jobs. We declare support to other U.S.-Rus-
sian investment projects in various fields and,
above all, in high-technology areas. In order
to ensure the participation of American rep-
resentatives in successful investment projects
in the Russian Far East, the United States
intends to officially present a request to open
in Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk a branch office of its
Consulate General in Vladivostok.

We welcome the renewed efforts of the
Export-Import Bank, the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation, and the Trade and
Development Agency of the United States
to promote bilateral trade and investment
opportunities through project finance, risk
insurance, and project assessment, as well as
their readiness to expand financing in sup-
port of our growing economic relationship.

Small and medium businesses are impor-
tant to the growth of both our economies.
We are mindful of the tax, legal, regulatory
and finance environment necessary for these
entrepreneurs to flourish. As the foundations
of the rule of law and free market economy
strengthen in Russia, small and medium en-
terprise will expand. The United States is in-
creasing funding to a number of programs,
such as the European Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development’s Russia Small Busi-
ness Fund, to provide financing and assist-
ance to Russian entrepreneurs and to pre-
pare Russian financial institutions to be able
to carry out such financing independently
through their access to such programs.

A sound, transparent and competitive
banking sector is critical to sustained eco-
nomic growth. To this end, we endorse the
launch of a public-private dialogue among
banks, businesses, financial institutions and
financial authorities to identify actions that
would promote the growth of the banking
sector in Russia consistent with the needs of
a modern free-market economy. We stand
firmly in support of the principle of non-dis-
crimination in our cooperation in the banking
sector.

We reaffirm our resolve to seek practical
solutions and achieve measurable results to
even the most difficult issues.

NOTE: An original was not available for
verification of the content of this joint statement.
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Joint Statement by President George
W. Bush and President Vladimir V.
Putin of Russia on Afghanistan
November 13, 2001

We express our continued support for the
people of Afghanistan in their effort to estab-
lish a government that can bring peace and
stability to Afghanistan, close down terrorist
camps, and end Afghanistan’s use as a plat-
form for international terrorists. We agree
that a new Afghan government should adhere
to accepted international principles, respect
human rights, including those of women and
girls, facilitate delivery of aid to combat the
current humanitarian crisis, and rebuild Af-
ghanistan and the region economically.

The United States and Russia do not in-
tend to, and cannot, create the future govern-
ment of Afghanistan. It is up to the Afghans
themselves to determine their future. We be-
lieve that, in order for any future government
to bring peace to the people of Afghanistan
and promote stability in the region, it must
be broad-based, represent all Afghans, men
and women, and be drawn from all ethnic
groups. We agree that the Taliban as a move-
ment should have no place in future bodies
of state power in Afghanistan.

We welcome the appointment of Ambas-
sador Lakhdar Brahimi as the United Nations
Secretary General’s Special Representative
for Afghanistan and underscore our support
for his efforts to bring peace and stability to
Afghanistan and the region.

NOTE: An original was not available for
verification of the content of this joint statement.

Joint Statement by President George
W. Bush and President Vladimir V.
Putin of Russia on the Middle East
November 13, 2001

We express our deep concern over the sit-
uation in the Middle East, which has led to
untold suffering by Palestinians and Israelis
during the past year. The violence and terror
must end.

The United States and Russia, as cospon-
sors of the Middle East peace process, call
upon the leadership of Israel and the Pales-

tinian Authority to take urgent steps to ease
tension, as well as to refrain from actions that
are harmful to the other side and to resume
the dialogue at a high political level. It is also
necessary to proceed without delay towards
the implementation of the Tenet workplan
and the Mitchell Report recommendations:
to end the violence, to set up stable coopera-
tion in the area of security, to implement
confidence-building measures, and to re-
sume the substantive negotiating process.

Our two nations, acting in concert with
other key parties, are stepping up their ef-
forts aimed at facilitating early resolution of
the crisis in the region and resuming negotia-
tions on all tracks—Palestinian, Syrian, and
Lebanese—in the interests of making
progress toward a comprehensive settlement
in the Middle East, based on the Madrid
principles, UN Security Council Resolutions
242 and 338, and existing agreements and
accords.

NOTE: An original was not available for
verification of the content of this joint statement.

Joint Statement by President George
W. Bush and President Vladimir V.
Putin of Russia on Cooperation
Against Bioterrorism

November 13, 2001

At Shanghai, we resolved to enhance co-
operation in combating new terrorist threats,
including those involving weapons of mass
destruction.

We agree that, as a key element of our
cooperation to counter the threat of terrorist
use of biological materials, officials and ex-
perts of the United States and Russia will
work together on means for countering the
threat of bioterrorism, now faced by all na-
tions, and on related health measures, includ-
ing preventive ones, treatment and possible
consequence management. We will continue
to work to enhance the security of materials,
facilities, expertise, and technologies that can
be exploited by bioterrorists. We also confirm
our strong commitment to the 1972 Conven-
tion on the Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
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